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ABSTRACT

Over the past decade, the concept and practice of transit-oriented development (TOD) has proliferated, gaining credibility and acceptance in communities. The literature available on the subject of transit-oriented development (TOD) is large and growing rapidly. The principal aim of this literature review is to give the user a head-start in locating information of interest in the field. The items in this literature review are organized by topic areas to allow the user to efficiently target and access the areas of greatest interest, listing the goals of TODs, and the land use, process, and financial strategies necessary to achieve them. It includes many references on a variety of related topics, including definitions of TODs, landuse & density requirements in wider areas beyond stations for various transit modes, factors that work toward reinforcing successful TOD and higher transit use, travel impacts of TODs. This research paper is a wide-ranging discussion of TODs, while written with a decidedly advocacy tone, is nonetheless a must read for anyone interested in TODs.
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